
If we can accept that people in cars, on horseback or walking
can share the road within inches of others driving at 50-8okmh,
why can we not have pedestrians and slow (10kmh) moving
wheeled vehicles traveling in opposite directions on the same
piece of smooth pavement?

Consider dividing the existing Ganges area roads into three
with a concrete divider separating the two-way automobile
traffic from the 10 km/h users. This is a solution to pathway
problems experienced on Salt Spring and perhaps other
islands.

Think how many tourists would consider leaving their cars
behind if the roads connecting the ferries and Ganges were
safely divided into three with a planter-style concrete barrier
protecting their 3-4 meters of pavement.

Local preferences will be able to establish how intersections
should be handled, how many areas should be designated ‘slow
movement’ malls. The need for parking spaces will be reduced
as more and more tourists and residents appreciate the
freedom of getting around without fear, for themselves or their
children, of the automobile.

How many more parents will allow their children to bike or
skateboard home if the chances of being hit by a car are
reduced by more than 75%? How many pensioners will use
their scooters rather than cars to do their shopping for the same
reasons?

The cost of doing this is low–repainting white lines and
erecting concrete barriers. The roadways are already there and
one of the bike lanes can easily be eliminated. Any new
pavement that has to be installed for these pathways does not
have to meet the strengths to handle heavy truck traffic so will
probably cost well under half as much as conventional
highways.�
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